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Agenda 

10:00-10:10: Agenda, introductions, working 
group schedule

10:10-10:20: Regulatory updates

10:20-11:20: Issue 23 presentations/proposals (4)

11:20-12:00 Issue 23 utility comments, general 
discussion

12:00-1:00 Lunch

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Agenda 

1:00-1:30: Issue 23 general discussion, next 
steps

1:30-1:40: Issue 16 presentation

1:40-2:20: Issue 16 discussion and next steps

2:20-2:50: Issues 12 and 15 continued 
discussion 

2:50-3:00: Wrap-up

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Introductions
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Schedule – Working Group
Date Meeting Issue Discuss Issue Finalize Location

Jan 16 Call

Jan 23 In person A & B 16 Oakland Centre (1000 Broadway)

Feb 6 Call

Feb 13 In person 20 & 22 12 & 23 CPUC – Golden Gate Room

Feb 27 Call

Mar 6 In person 24 A & B CPUC – Golden Gate Room

Mar 20 Call

Mar 27 In person 20 & 22 CPUC – Courtyard Room

Apr 10 Call

Apr 17 In person 24 & 27 & 28 CPUC – Courtyard Room

May 1 Call

May 8 In person Final report CPUC – Golden Gate Room

May 22 Call

May 29 In person Final report CPUC – Courtyard Room

Jun 12 Call

Jun 24 Report due
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Regulatory Updates

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 23

Should the Commission consider issues related to 
the interconnection of electric vehicles and related 
charging infrastructure and devices and, if so, how?

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 23 Presentations/Proposals

1. CEC
2. CESA
3. Nuvve
4. Honda

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/



California
Vehicle-Grid Integration Roadmap 
2018 Update

Vehicle-to-Grid Interconnection
CPUC Rule 21 Working Group 3, Issue 23

GridWorks, Oakland

January 10, 2019
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Outline

• Synergies/Relationships between

– Vehicle-Grid Integration (VGI) Roadmap Update

– Rule 21, WG 3, Issue 23

Should the Commission consider issues related to the interconnection of electric 
vehicles and related charging infrastructure and devices and, if so, how?

• Topics In and Out of Scope of Issue 23

• Proposed Procedural Coordination

10



Roadmap Schedule & Approach
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VGI Roadmap 
(2014)

• Value & Potential; Policies, Regulation, and Business 
Processes; and Technology Development

• Implementation 2014-2018

Kickoff 
Webinar 
(9/6/18) 

• 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report directed 
CEC to update the Roadmap in 2018

• Released proposed framework and topics for 
public comment and exploration

Workshops 
(10/29-30/18)

• Panel discussions on Policy, Economics, 
Technology & Customers

• Stakeholders identify and prioritize actions

• Comments received on 11/21 inform drafting

Draft 
Roadmap

(In Process)

• Webinar presentation

• Additional comments 
will be solicited

Additional 
Coordination 

& 
Consideration

• Passage of new legislation (AB 2127, SB 1000)

• Rulemaking (R.17-07-007, R.18-12-006)

• Other regulations



Scoping – Broad to Specific

VGI Roadmap

40+ Problems & Issues 

Vehicle-to-Grid, V2G

7 Problems & Issues

Issue 23: Interconnecting 
EVs and Charging 

3 Problems & Issues 

• Policy & Planning

• Economic Potential

• Technology Needs

• Customer Experience

• Resource & product plans (E1.2)

• Valuation & procurement (E1.3)

• Interoperability (T2.2.1)

• Battery degradation (T3.2.1)

• Conformance of safety standards for 
V2G interconnections (C2.5)

• Regulatory acceptance of UL and or 
SAE certifications (T3.3.2)

• Certainty in technical specifications 
for co-investments in V2G (P1.3)

12For full description of Problems and Issues, reference the VGI Roadmap Matrix 
(Presented October 29, 2018) 

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=225110


Topics related to EVs acting as 
distribution-connected DERs

• Out-of-Scope to Issue 23
– Charge-only vehicles Rule 

15/16 (V1G, load only, 
smart charging)

– Product availability
– Battery warranty or 

degradation impacts
– Multi-Use Applications and 

requisite Submetering
– Market development 

(compensatory tariffs, 
purchase mandates, etc.)

Non-exhaustive list

• In-Scope to Issue 23
– Definition of inverter, and 

how it applies to and 
impacts EV* design, 
operation or aggregation

• *or other transportation

– Interconnecting an inverter 
within a stationary DC EVSE 
that operates as a 
bidirectional generator

– Electrical safety standards 
for interconnecting a mobile 
bidirectional AC charger-
inverter onboard an EV

To be detailed by stakeholders
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Procedural Coordination

• Resolution of VGI Roadmap Problems/Issues:
– Action: Individual assignments to overcome the Problem/Issue to achieve the updated Roadmap's goal.

– Responsible Organization(s): Entity(ies), lead and support, responsible for completion.

– Prioritization: Low / Medium / High

– Sequence: If Actions depend on a Responsible Organization's completion of other actions for success, reference #.

• Receive proposed solutions via: [Pending Guidance from GridWorks]
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1. WG 3 Stakeholder Issue 23 Definition
• Proposed solutions & tariff amendments

2. Incorporation into VGI Roadmap (Q1-2 2019)
3. Transportation Electrification R.18-12-006

• Coordination with other CPUC teams
• Recognition of VGI Roadmap

4. Rule 21 WG Report & Proceeding Rulings
• Process for potential implementation of 

solutions or amendments



Contact:
Noel Crisostomo, Fuels & Transportation Division, California Energy Commission

noel.crisostomo@energy.ca.gov

For more information and to subscribe to the “vgi_communications” list, visit:

http://www.energy.ca.gov/transportation/vehicle-grid-integration/
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mailto:noel.crisostomo@energy.ca.gov
http://www.energy.ca.gov/transportation/vehicle-grid-integration/


Rule 21 WG #3 Issue #23

V2G Interconnection Issues

January 10, 2019
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▪ Introduction / Background

▪ Potential Scope

▪ Proposal Concepts: 

− Establish applicability of Rule 21 only when bi-directional capabilities are activated and 
utilized

− Authorize V2G DC interconnections and make the appropriate modifications to the Rule 21 
tariff and portal

− Direct a sub-group within Working Group #4 in this proceeding (R.17-07-007) to more 
deeply address V2G AC interconnection issues

− Clarify a pathway for parties to interconnect V2G AC systems on a timely basis for 
experimental and/or temporary use

17

Presentation Overview



▪ Governor has set ambitious goals to put at least 5M ZEVs on roads by 2030 and 
250,000 EV chargers by 2025 (Executive Order B-48-18): 

− To achieve these goals, smart integration of EVs and EV infrastructure is needed

▪ VGI roadmap in 2014 and R.13-11-007 defined vehicle-grid integration (VGI) use cases, 
barriers, and activities, including around: 

− Greater deployment in general

− Communication and other standards

− Grid support and renewables integration

− Compensation

− Customer experience and value

− Interconnection

− …and more

18

Background



▪ CESA focuses the definition of V2G on bi-directional electrical energy flow between the 
EV/EVSE and the grid

▪ V2G technologies represent an opportunity to take advantage of the fast-responding 
‘storage-like’ systems integrated in EVs, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and 
EVSEs, which create the ability to: 

− Serve onsite customer load (e.g., manage customer bills)

− Provide grid services (e.g., ancillary services, deferral, renewables integration)

− Support true VGI

− Improve the cost-effectiveness of EVs and thus accelerate their adoption

19

What is V2G? Why V2G?
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V2G Use Cases

Export Non-Export Export Non-Export
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V2G Use Cases
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V2G Use Cases



▪ Basic EV charging and V1G 
(modulated/smart charging) should not be 
subject to Rule 21:

− Rule 15/16 governs these service 
connections

▪ V2G non-export use cases are Rule 21 
applicable:

− Should be treated similarly to BTM energy 
storage

▪ V2G export use cases are Rule 21 or 
WDAT applicable:

− Depends on whether exporting to the grid 
to distribution utility or CAISO

23

Rule 21 Applicability to V2G Use Cases

Use Case Does Rule 21 apply? Details 

Basic EV Charging Load No Some EV owners do not engage in smart charging 
programs and may simply voluntarily respond to 
whatever rate they take service under.  

V1G EVSE + EV No V1G systems are strictly load and are subject to 
Rules 15/16, which reviews load thresholds to 
trigger distribution upgrades but otherwise are 
service connections without study processes.1 They 
should not be subject to generator studies under 
Rule 21, similar to traditional DR services, even as 
load-responsive services can be provided.  

V2G Non-Export EVSE 
(“V2G DC”) 

Yes In this case, the EVSE is integrated with a bi-
directional inverter and the DC EV battery serves as 
the load and generator ‘source’, similar to most 
BTM energy storage systems. The “Non-Export 
Generating Facilities” provisions within Rule 21 
should apply, with some potential modifications. 
Similarly, the load-side study may involve Rules 2, 
3, 15, and 16.  

V2G Non-Export EV 
(“V2G AC”) 

Yes In this case, the EV is integrated with an onboard 
bi-directional inverter alongside the EV battery, 
serving as the load and generator ‘source’, similar 
to BTM energy storage with integrated inverters 
within the same module. The “Non-Export 
Generating Facilities” provisions within Rule 21 
should apply, with some potential modifications if 
these functions are utilized or enabled. Similarly, 
the load-side study may involve Rules 2, 3, 15, and 
16. 

V2G Export EVSE 
(“V2G DC”) 

Depends WDAT may apply when exporting to the CAISO 
grid, while Rule 21 may apply when exporting and 
selling to the distribution utility. 

V2G Export EV 
(“V2G AC”) 

Depends WDAT may apply when exporting to the CAISO 
grid, while Rule 21 may apply when exporting and 
selling to the distribution utility. 

 

                                                           
1 CESA recognizes that the exemption to Rule 15 and Rule 16 may not be renewed past its current expiration date 
of June 30, 2019.  



▪ Establish applicability of Rule 21 only when bi-directional capabilities are activated and 
utilized: 

− Rule 21 should not apply to bi-directional EVSEs and EVs with onboard inverters if these 
bi-directional capabilities are not activated and utilized

− Rule 15/16 should apply even if bi-directional capable, until such capabilities are activated 
and utilized

− Important reminder around customer experience: Customers should opt-in to V2G 
capabilities and not be required

24

Proposal #1: Applicability



▪ Authorize V2G DC interconnections and make the appropriate modifications to the 
Rule 21 tariff and portal: 

− All interconnection studies should be done should be at the PCC 

− Different interconnection application depending on whether a single or fleet V2G EVSE 
customer

− Modify interconnection portal (Issue #22) to accommodate EVSEs in Rule 21 application

− Streamline study processes – e.g., adapt expedited interconnection review process for 
non-export, standalone energy storage systems that meet specific eligibility criteria

• Similar threshold for inverter rating of EVSE

• No changes needed on requiring UL 1741 certified smart inverter

• How do we address charging functions when EVSEs take service under separate rates from host customer 
load?

− Create expedited interconnection process similar to NEM generating facilities for the 
exporting use cases

25

Proposal #2: V2G DC Interconnections



▪ Direct a sub-group within Working Group #4 in this proceeding (R.17-07-007) to more deeply 
address V2G AC interconnection issues: 

− More time is needed

− Key sub-group questions include:

• How will the IOUs be assured that site-specific settings will remain the same for all EVs charging at the EVSE? 

• How will the IOUs be assured of how many V2G systems (e.g., EV and EVSE pairings) will be available at specific times 
and specific locations? What is the role of third parties?

• Since export to the grid may be site- and time-specific, how will the EV, in combination with V2G-capable EVSE as a 
‘gatekeeper’?

− Rule 21 cites UL 1741-SA standards but not SAE J3072 (more applicable standard)

− Are there specific modifications needed in SAE J3072 to address interconnection (and smart 
inverter) concerns for certain V2G use cases?

• How do we define “smart inverter”?

• SAE J3072 is designed to provide automotive OEMs with the flexibility to design and engineer their EVs to provide smart 
inverter functionalities, which is achieved by allowing the EVSE and EV to operate as a single integrated DER

• CESA believes that this may provide the required functions of “smart inverters” within Rule 21 

26

Proposal #3: V2G AC Interconnection Discussions
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Proposal #3: V2G AC Interconnection Discussions



▪ Clarify a pathway for parties to interconnect V2G AC systems on a timely basis for 
experimental and/or temporary use: 

− The IOUs should clarify a path for some temporary allowance for pilots and 
experimentation and not hinder pilot deployments due to interconnection issues

• Key learning opportunities would be deterred

• They may have de minimis impact and are overseen by CPUC/CEC

− Temporary exemption from Rule 21 smart inverter requirements at limited levels appears to 
be worthy of consideration at this time while being supplemented by SAE J3072 
certification

• Key learning opportunities would be deterred

28

Proposal #4: V2G AC Interconnection Pilot Approval



▪ V2G has great potential and supports the state’s goals but face interconnection 
barriers and uncertainties

▪ Automotive OEMs and EVSE providers need a regulatory signal that applicable V2G 
systems have a clear path to interconnection

▪ Customer experience should be an important factor that should be taken into account 
in these Rule 21 working group discussions

▪ V2G use case applicability should be clarified

▪ V2G DC systems should be authorized (not much change needed) and some V2G AC 
systems should be allowed for learning purposes

▪ V2G AC interconnection discussions should continue in a forum that allows for deeper 
and more technical discussions to work toward longer-term solutions

29

Key Conclusions



Jin Noh

Policy Manager

California Energy Storage Alliance (CESA)

jnoh@storagealliance.org

703-507-8809
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Thank You

mailto:jnoh@storagealliance.org


Nuvve Copyright 2018

CPUC Rule 21 Working Group 3, 
Issue 23
January 10, 2019

Jaqueline Piero, Director of Policy

Nuvve

Nuvve Copyright 2018



About Nuvve

Technology and service provider that enables aggregation of kW 
scale DERs (EVs and storage) into virtual power plants.

• Headquartered in San Diego, California

• Offices in USA, UK, DK, FR, Japan

• World’s only V2G aggregator to complete TSO 
/ DNO qualification in 3 countries 

• Commercial V2G operations on 2 continents

• Investors EDF Renewable Energy and Toyota 
Tsusho

11

NUVVE Operational in 7 Countries worldwide sofar

California

New York

Delaware

France

UK Netherlands

Denmark

Namibia - UNDP

Japan



Why are we here? 

• Bi-Directional Electric Vehicles (EVs) – both light duty (LDV) and 
medium/heavy duty (MD/HD) – fit into the definition of a 
Generating Facility under Rule 21.1 However, there is no 
standardized procedure for interconnecting bi-directional EVs. 

• Therefore, additional clarity is required within the Rule 21 tariff 
for this type of resource to: 

• (1)  interconnect safely and efficiently at scale, 

• (2) provide automotive OEMs regulatory certainty, and 

• (3) enable state goals.

1 SDG&E Rule 21, Sheet 10 - http://regarchive.sdge.com/tm2/pdf/ELEC_ELEC-RULES_ERULE21.pdf
2 Assuming 10% of 2030 LDV EVs are bi-directionally capable with 10 kW connection

http://regarchive.sdge.com/tm2/pdf/ELEC_ELEC-RULES_ERULE21.pdf


Why are we here?  

• By the numbers
• If 10% of the 2030 goal of 5 million 

ZEVs are bi-directional – 500,000 cars 
could represent up to 5,000 MW of 
capacity. 

• Up to ~500 MW of capacity already 
on the road from commercially 
available, bi-directional, light-duty 
EVs.

5 million ZEVs by 2030
0 emissions by 2045



V2GDC vs. V2GAC
AC

DC 
EVSE

AC DCDC
CHAdeMO 

or CCS

AC
DC

Subject to Rule 21 Section Hh and certified 
to have been tested in accordance with UL 
1741-SA and passed

Bidirectional Power Flow

V2GDC

V2GAC



Examples of EV/EVSE Interconnection

DC Interconnection

• Project: Electric Vehicle Storage Accelerator (EVSA) 
• Funding: NRG / EVgo Settlement Agreement 
• Utility: SDG&E
• Interconnection Overview:

• Interconnection of a 30 kWh EV and a 10 kW DC EVSE at a commercial building with storage and 
NEM solar 

• Interconnected on 4/24/18 as a generating facility (continuous export) operating in parallel
• Timeline: 14 months from application to permission to operate (no studies required)
• Challenges:

• Manual application was required because interconnection portal was not sufficient for EV-EVSE 
pairing. Manual application contained many inapplicable sections to the situation that were 
unable to be filled out. 

• Classification of resource was initially unclear, caused delays in application processing.

• Report on process submitted to CPUC TE team as part of project reporting 
requirements. 



Examples of EV/EVSE Interconnection

AC Interconnection

• Project: Rialto Unified School Bus Project 
• Funding: South Coast AQMD / U.S. Department of Energy 
• Utility: Southern California Edison
• Interconnection Overview:

• Interconnection of 8 200 kWh Electric School Buses with 150 kW on-board inverters

• Outstanding Questions:
• What standard will inverters be certified to given they are on-board the buses? What is 

possible? 
• Who will test/certify them? How long will testing take? 
• Will additional hardware/software safety components be required? 

Other CA-based V2G Projects with Interconnection:
• Los Angeles Air Force Base 
• Marine Corps Air Station Miramar Micro-Grid V2G Project



Proposal for Discussion

1) Clarify in Rule 21 that load only / V1G inverter-based systems are excluded from Rule 21. 

2) Clarify the requirements of Rule 21 apply for EVSE configured for bidirectional operation, 
including those for Smart Inverters with language similar to the following:

• “Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) that conforms to section Hh and is certified to 
have been tested in accordance with UL 1741-SA and passed may otherwise interconnect 
under Rule 21.”

3) Coordinate with Issue 22 (IOU interconnection application portal improvements) to 
accommodate interconnection of V2G systems otherwise approved to interconnect, 
minimally with a single check box on the online Interconnection Application Form. 

4) Recommend the Commission address other issues related to V2G, particularly the 
interconnection and operations of AC EVSE and vehicle on-board inverters configured for 
bidirectional operation (V2GAC), as well as specifically identify the appropriate forum 
where additional time can be allocated to create the record and address these complex 
issues. 



Thank You
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Jaqueline Piero
Director of Policy, Nuvve
Jackie@nuvve.com



Utilizing Vehicle Resources 
for Balancing the Grid

Satoru Shinzaki

Honda R&D Americas, Inc.

Torrance, California

Jessalyn Ishigo, Annika Nordlund-Swenson

American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

Torrance, California



12Energy Storage for Grid Balancing
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Grid

AC

DC

Bi-directional 

inverter

DCAC

Stationary 

battery

Charging

Discharging

Grid

AC

DC

Bi-directional 

inverter

DCAC

Vehicle 

battery

Charging

Discharging

Essentially the same as above but 

Rule 21 is not written for such system

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G)

Controlled charging (a.k.a. V1G)

Grid

AC

DC

Uni-directional

converter

DCAC

Vehicle 

battery

Charging

System with stationary battery

Not a power-generating resource

Interconnection shall not be required
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Configuration Advantages Disadvantages

System w/ on-board converter

(AC out from vehicle)

• Lower overall cost

• Normal charge 

connector can be 

used

→ More frequent 

participation is 

expected

• Getting inverter 

recognized 

(Roaming grid-tied 

inverters are new 

concept. 

UL stds such as 

1741, are not 

suitable for auto 

applications)

System w/ off-board converter

(DC out from vehicle)

• Small or no change 

on vehicle side

• Clear path to get 

inverter certified

• High inverter cost

• Bigger charge 

connector

→ Less suitable for 

home use

Two Solutions – Honda’s View

Grid

AC

DC

Bi-directional 

converter

EVSE
AC DC

DCAC

AC

42

Either way, both solutions need to be safe!

Off-board

inverter

AC

DC
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Uni-directional

AC/DC converter

Control unit

(ECU)

Propulsion 

battery

Comparison of Vehicle System (AC Out)

Vehicle systemEVSEGrid

60 Hz

240V AC

EVSE 

with digital 

communication 

device

SAE J1772

charge 

coupler

Propulsion 

battery

Grid

Communication 

with aggregator Digital communication 

over control pilot

60 Hz

240V AC

60 Hz

240V AC

EVSE 

SAE J1772

charge 

couplerGrid

PWM communication 

(control pilot)

DC60 Hz

240V AC

Regular plug-in vehicle

V2G vehicle
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Bi-directional

AC/DC DC/AC

converter

Control unit

(ECU)

Digital

comm.

device

DC

Bi-directional AC/DC converter

- prototype for demo -



12AC Out or DC Out – Honda’s View
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Connector: Easy to handle for daily use

AC Out:

EVSE: Similar to conventional EVSE
(Communication, metering, etc. need to be added)

Photo: SAE

Connector: Size & weight discourage 

frequent participation  

(regardless of CHAdeMO or SAE Combo)

Photo: US Air Force

EVSE: What does the appropriate home 

system look like?

DC Out:



12Appropriateness of UL for Auto Devices

Concept of ensuring safety: Very different between UL and auto field

UL: To ensure longevity with structural ruggedness and enough spacing

Auto: To ensure longevity under stringent usage conditions with various methods
• Accelerated and/or abuse tests

• Advanced materials

• Multi-step protections

• Weather, vibration cycles

UL 1741 

compliant

charger

*same 

performance

Volume=100 Volume=180

*Honda’s estimation

for avoiding unnecessary weight and volume

Automakers are attempting to accommodate all functionalities in vehicles

→ Functional safety to be ensured by meeting 

IEEE 1547 requirements, including anti-islanding
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Issue 23 Utility Comments

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Lunch
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Issue 23 General Discussion

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 23 Next Steps

(Next discussion:  Jan 23 in-person meeting)

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 16

Should the Commission encourage third party 
construction of upgrades to support more timely and 
cost-effective interconnection, and if so, how?

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/



Issue 16 Discussion
GPI and Clean Coalition 3rd

party contracting proposals

Tam Hunt and Rebecca Davis, Green Power Institute

Sahm White, Clean Coalition



Issue 16

• Should the Commission encourage third party 
construction of upgrades to support more timely and 
cost-effective interconnection and, if so, how?



What is the problem?

Rule 21 PG&E 2017 Sheet 201, 2. THIRD-PARTY INSTALLATIONS

Subject to the approval of Distribution Provider, a Producer may, at its

option, employ a qualified contractor to provide and install Interconnection

Facilities or Distribution Upgrades, to be owned and operated by

Distribution Provider, on Distribution Provider’s side of the PCC. Such

Interconnection Facilities and Distribution Upgrades shall be installed in

accordance with Distribution Provider's design and specifications. Upon

final inspection and acceptance by Distribution Provider, Producer shall

transfer ownership of such Producer installed Interconnection Facilities or

Distribution Upgrades to Distribution Provider and such facilities shall

thereafter be owned and maintained by Distribution Provider at Producer’s

expense. Producer shall pay Distribution Provider's reasonable cost of

design, administration, and monitoring of the installation for such facilities

to ensure compliance with Distribution Provider's requirements. Producer

shall also be responsible for all costs, including any income tax liability,

associated with the transfer of Producer installed Interconnection Facilities

and Distribution Upgrades to Distribution Provider.

This is the language that has led to a blanket policy 
by each IOU to disallow third party installations



Benefits of allowing/encouraging third-party 
installations

• It is GPI’s and the Clean Coalition’s view that allowing third party 
upgrades will:

• Ameliorate some of the ongoing problems with costs and timelines 
associated with distribution upgrades of various types;

• While still ensuring utility design specs are met, as determined by the utility. 

• The upgrades and related facilities will still, under our proposed revisions 
below, be transferred to and maintained by the utility, as is currently the 
practice. 

• The only real difference under our proposed approach is that developers will 
have more control over the timing, costs and choice of contractors 
performing the identified upgrades. 

• Allow competition and thus lead to cost reductions



Our proposed solutions

• We propose tariff changes as follows:
• Strike language providing IOU discretion to disallow third parties

• IOUs to produce eligibility criteria for third parties (to be developed jointly 
with stakeholders in this working group)

• Add language allowing any eligible third party to apply to be added to the 
list, with a 45 calendar day deadline for a decision on each application 

• Energy Division to review applications from third parties, based on eligibility 
criteria, and create a list of approved third parties, in consultation with each 
IOU. Approved list to be based on: a) contractors who already design and 
construct interconnection upgrades for IOUs, as well as b) new applicants 
who are found to meet the eligibility criteria



Background Information
• SMUD confirmed that it has allowed applicants to build their own 

facilities and substation (for their own use), but their codes and tariff 
are silent on the issue. SMUD uses outside contractors themselves 
about 1/3rd of the time where it saves money on specialized work.

• IID has allowed interconnection applicants to use 3rd party 
contractors for major upgrades per tariff,* as reflected in 
Interconnection Agreements. 

*see Issue 16 Brief, IID Tariff Sec. C.2.b Rules for Interconnection of Distributed 
Generation Facilities 



IID Project Examples (provided by IID)

• The Regenerate Seville 20MW and Green Light Sonora 50MW projects are 
both cases in which the Interconnection Customer took on the major 
responsibility of engineering, procuring and constructing transmission 
provider interconnection facilities and network upgrades. The Regenerate 
project includes major upgrades to an existing IID substation as well as the 
upgrade of an existing distribution line.

• There were two other Green Light projects (Alhambra and Arkansas), both 
50 MW each, which were identical to the Sonora project in terms of 
Interconnection Customer responsibilities, construction of new switching 
stations and 230kV gen-ties.

• The IVSC2 project is an example of the Interconnection Customer taking on 
procurement of a major piece of equipment (i.e. 225MVA transformer).



IID Project Examples - (provided by Z Global)

• 4 grid upgrade projects taken on by developer (Z Global)
• 150 MW project – w/ IID switching station and grid tie to 230kV circuit

• 20 MW connection to 92kV circuit. 

• Connecting to existing substation – new ring bus configuration (3 miles of 
92kV circuit). 

Value

• Cost Savings
• Costs paid by developer were 40% below IID cost estimates

• Time Savings - Construction Schedule
• IID estimated 24-30 months, but completed in 10 months by developer. 



Developer Example

• “We have taken on a significant share of the medium voltage work 
(12 kV / 21 kV) on our projects to remove that scope (and cost and 
Security postings) from PGE, such as putting up a number of the 
power poles ourselves to the POI, installing the recloser(s) and gang-
operated air switches, meter boxes, etc.“

- Troy Helming, CEO & Founder, Pristine Sun, LLC and subsidiaries

• Pristine Sun has fully executed 65 commercial scale interconnection 
agreements with PG&E, from 250kW to 3MW

• More than all other applicants on primary distribution lines (12-21 kV)



Discussion questions
1. Should the Commission encourage third party upgrades? What are the pros and 

cons of allowing third party upgrades? 

2. Can timelines be reduced if third party upgrades are allowed in practice? What 
factors will influence this outcome?

3. Can costs be reduced if third party upgrades are allowed in practice? What 
factors will influence this outcome?

4. Can utility design and safety specifications be met if third party upgrades are 
allowed? What factors will influence this outcome?

5. Are there any significant downsides to allowing third party upgrades? What 
factors will mitigate this potential?

6. Should Energy Division and/or each utility create an approved list of third party 
contractors? What are the pros and cons of these approaches? 

7. Is the existing tariff language requiring utility design specifications to be met 
enough protection such that a list is not needed? 

8. Would setting minimum standards for qualifying third party contractors be a 
better approach than an approved list 

9. Are there other ways in which the Commission could encourage third party 
upgrades? 

10.If the Commission determines that third party upgrades should be encouraged, 
how should Rule 21 be revised? 
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Issue 16 Discussion and Next Steps

(To be continued also during Jan 16 WG3 call)

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Issue 12 Proposals, Discussion,
and Next Steps

(To be continued also during Jan 16 WG3 call)

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/



Rule 21 Working 
Group 3

Issue 12 – Timelines
Proposal Outline

January 7, 2019



Proposal Summary

1. Establish timeline for NGOM installation

2. Report timeline data

3. Increased notification of timeline exceedences

4. Consideration of penalties



NGOM Timeline

• Utility must issue agreement and invoice within 20 
business days of receiving a signed interconnection 
agreement

• Utility must install NGOM within 20 business days 
after invoice is paid and documentation is provided 
that customer work is completed



Data Reporting

• Frequency – Monthly? Quarterly? 

• Line up with existing quarterly reports?

• Summaries/Averages/Categories or database of 
anonymized records?

• Massachusetts example

• Can any info be produced retroactively?

• What data is being systematically compiled today?



Massachusetts Interconnection 
Data



Potential Metrics – Example 1

Fast-Track	-	No	

Mitigations

Supplemental	-	No	

Mitigations

Supplemental	-	

Mitigations	(No	

Substation	Mitigations)

Detailed	Study	-	

Mitigations	(No	

Substation	Mitigations)

10 Invoice	for	Application	Fee 10 10 10 10

10 Application	Fee	Processing	 10 10 10 10

10 *Utility	Deficiency	Notification 10 10 10 10

5 *Installer	Revises	Deficiency	 5 5 5 5

15 *Initial	Review 15 15 15 -
20 *Supplemental	Review - 20 20 -

10 *Supplemental	Results	Meeting - 10 10

20 *Electrical	Independence	Test - - - 20

60 *System	Impact	Study - - - 60

10 *DIS	Results	Meeting - - - 10

0 *Non	Binding	Costs	Provided - - 0 0

0 *Final	IA	(79-978-02)	Completed - - 0 0

10 Enginering	Advance	Invoice	Provided - - 10 10

10 Engineering	Advance	Payment	Processed - - 10 10

100 Design	Completed	 - - 100 100

10 Special	Facilities	Agreement/Rule	16	Contract - - 10 10

10 Total	Utility	Costs	Paid - - 10 10

15 Underground	Inspections	Concluded - - 15 15

40 Utility	Construction	Completed - - 40 40

1 Request	Commissioning 1 1 1 1

10 Schedule	Commissioning 10 10 10 10

5 *Utility	Issues	PTO 5 5 5 5

TOTAL 66 96 291 336

Utility	Construction	

Commissioning	

Interconnection	Steps

Submit	Application

Engineering	Review

Interconnection	Agreement	

Design	



Potential Metrics – Example 2

• Intake Acknowledgement

• IR Deemed Complete

• Fastrack Process

• Detailed Study Process

• Contract Execution

• Project Design

• Project Construction

• Permission to Operate



Potential Metrics – Example 3
• Completeness Review 

• Land Review (if NEMA)

• Initial Review

• Variance Review for disconnect or line side tap 

• Number of resubmittals and why

• Interconnection Facility Upgrades (Rule 2) — NGOM Meters: Meter engineering; Field 
engineering; Service planning; Invoicing and admin

• Transformer Upgrades — High/Medium/Low Voltage

• Distribution Upgrades: (Rule 15) — Line Reclosures, etc…

• Network Upgrades (Rule 16) — Substation Work; Reconductoring

• Design Timeline — From Date of CAD File/Spec Sheet Submittal to Date of Completed 
Design

• Construction Timeline — From Date of Clearance for Construction to Date of 
Interconnection Facility Construction

• Special Facility Agreements — From Date of Engineering Results or Design Completion 



Notification

• Two lines of manual entry
• Cause for delay

• New expected completion date

• Notification steps for NGOM
• NGOM Installation – Meter Engineering Queue

• NGOM Installation – Pending Local Planner Process (current)

• NGOM Installation – Invoice Released; Pending Payment

• NGOM Installation – Payment Received; Pending AHJ Release

• NGOM Installation – Payment Received; Pending MSR Creation

• NGOM Installation – Meter Request Released - Pending Installation (current)

• NGOM Installation Complete – Pending SCE Engineer Review (current)

• Design and construction

• 60 business days for each, consistent with Issue 10 proposal



Enforcement Mechanism

• Option 1: Set date for consideration of penalty 
structure after evaluation of data

• Option 2: Utilities need to demonstrate their 
interconnection performance was adequate to 
achieve full cost recovery in GRCs



Interconnection 
Accountability
Framework + Goals

Sky Stanfield

Rule 21 Working Group 3
January 10, 2018



Steps to Accountability
1. Establishing appropriate reporting criteria and 

mechanism to establish baseline;

2. Set clear goals for maintenance of compliance 

and improvement in the areas where timelines 

are being missed; and 

3. After specified period, evaluate if reporting and 

goal tracking were effective at sufficiently 

improving and maintaining compliance with the 

timelines.  If not, establish a mechanism for 

adopting a more direct financial incentive system.



What Will be Reported

– Identify timelines that will be tracked

• Major steps in process

• Include construction timelines

• Be clear regarding starting and end point for 

each increment

– Report anonymized data for each project with 

aggregated percentages

– Determine frequency of reporting (quarterly?)



Category 1 Goals
The purpose of these goals is to get the utilities on the path towards a 

period where all projects are being completed within the specified Rule 

21 timeline.

• Steps where 95 to 100% of projects are being completed within 

timeframe: Goal is to maintain compliance.

• Steps where 80 to 94% of projects are being completed within 

timeframe: Goal is to achieve 95-100% compliance within 6 months 

(i.e. w/in 2 periods).  

• Steps where 65 to 79% of projects are being completed within 

timeframe: Goal is to achieve 95-100% compliance within 1 year (i.e. 

w/in 4 periods). 

• Steps where fewer than 64% of projects are completed within 

timeframe:  Goal is to achieve 95-100% compliance within 16 months 

(i.e. w/in 6 periods).  In addition, for each reporting period the utility 

should show at least 5% more projects are completed within the 

timeframe during each sequential reporting period. 



Category 2 Goals
The purpose of these goals is to ensure that no project has to wait an 

unreasonably long period of time for results/utility response during any 

step.  

• For any projects not completed within the timeline for that step: Goal is 

to ensure that the duration of the delay (on average for projects not 

within the timeframe) is shortened during each reporting timeframe by 

at least 25% during each reporting period.  

• For each project that exceeds the allotted timeline by more than 5 

days for increments 15 days or less, the utility should document the 

unique reasons for the delay in the report and discuss specific steps 

taken to address or resolve the delay.  

• For each project that exceeds the allotted timeline by more than 10 

days for increments greater than 15 days, the utility should document 

the unique reasons for the delay in the report and discuss specific 

steps taken to address or resolve the delay.  



Revisit Progress After 2 Years
• After 2 years, or 8 reporting periods, the Commission shall 

automatically schedule a workshop to discuss progress.  

• A more direct financial accountability mechanism shall be adopted if 

any utility has not reached 95-100% compliance with each timeline.  

• Workshop should also evaluate whether:

– The reporting process itself is tracking the right information, 

– If the reports are conveying an accurate picture of the 

interconnection customer’s experience, and 

– Consider any other appropriate tweaks that may be necessary to 

help improve transparency and accountability.  

• Adoption of a financial mechanism need not be considered if the 

utilities have met their compliance goals, though this should be 

revisited every three years to ensure compliance is maintained. 



www.irecusa.org
info@irecusa.org

@IRECUSA

Facebook & LinkedIn
@Interstate Renewable Energy Council

Text 22828
enter email for news, reports & insights
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Issue 15 Reports/Updates

(To be continued also during Jan 16 WG3 call)

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/
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Schedule – Working Group
Date Meeting Issue Discuss Issue Finalize Location

Jan 16 Call

Jan 23 In person A & B 16 Oakland Centre (1000 Broadway)

Feb 6 Call

Feb 13 In person 20 & 22 12 & 23 CPUC – Golden Gate Room

Feb 27 Call

Mar 6 In person 24 A & B CPUC – Golden Gate Room

Mar 20 Call

Mar 27 In person 20 & 22 CPUC – Courtyard Room

Apr 10 Call

Apr 17 In person 24 & 27 & 28 CPUC – Courtyard Room

May 1 Call

May 8 In person Final report CPUC – Golden Gate Room

May 22 Call

May 29 In person Final report CPUC – Courtyard Room

Jun 12 Call

Jun 24 Report due
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Schedule – SIWG Issue 27/28 Calls

For Issues 27 and 28, there is a separate set of
phone discussions with all SIWG members invited, which 
will lead to discussion during the in-person meeting on 
April 17: 

Jan 11 2:30-4pm PST 

Jan 31 1-2:30pm PST 

Feb 21 1-2:30pm PST 

Mar 14 1-2:30pm PST 

Apr 4 1-2:30pm PST 

The first call already took place December 19; notes and 
issue framing from that call forthcoming by January 4.
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Wrap Up

January calls and meetings:
• Jan 11 - Issue 27/28 SIWG call
• Jan 16 - WG call (Issues 12, 15, 16,  not 23)
• Jan 23 – In person meeting (Oakland Centre)
• Jan 31 - Issue 27/28 SIWG call

https://gridworks.org/initiatives/rule-21-working-group-3/


